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Abstract.
Firstly, we review the indefinite metric quantum field models defined through white noise and Hida distributions
given by [AGW1,2] and [GrS]. Also, review the structures of usual Euclidean quantum field formulations given
by [N] and [Si].

Secondly, we introduce a new system of ”Schwinger functions” which corresponds to a (φp)d (d ≥ 4)
Euclidean quantum field theory. Where, p can be taken not only as an even number but also an odd number.
The system of ”Schwinger functions” does not satisy the property of reflection positivity, but satisfies all the
other O-S axioms, which are defined through the Hida distributions.

Finally, we discuss an analytic continuation of the system of ”Schwinger functions” to a system of ”Wightman
functions” satisfying the modified Wightman axioms.
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